With the adoption of business critical cloud based services dramatically increasing, application performance, bandwidth scalability, service availability and cost control are fast becoming foundational requirements for networks.

Our software defined network solution is here to help achieve your network objectives.

**Flexible WAN Options**

Connect multiple diverse WAN circuits including MPLS (IP WAN), Direct Internet, NBN, Fixed Wireless, 4G/5G and more.

**Load Balancing**

Load balance traffic across any number of WAN circuits to enhance network performance and service availability.

**Application Routing**

Analyze and classify over 1,600 applications such as Office365, G Suite, YouTube, NAPLAN and more to determine its best flow path based on QoS metrics including available bandwidth, jitter, packet loss and latency.

**Automated Failover**

Real time monitoring of WAN circuits for service quality and availability to initiate automated failover based on defined business continuity profiles.